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Open Issues from last time...
● Recentering algorithm is slow and occasionally had catastrophic failures
● Convergence could be slow in heavily blended scenes (especially when 

sources had similar SED’s)
● Optimization is slow when using a PSF
● Symmetry and monotonicity constraints work most of the time, but fail 

for irregulars and resolved spirals.



Normalization
● Three useful aspects to the data: shape, color, and intensity
● scarlet’s success is primarily due to taking advantage of color information
● Works well for coincidental blends: different types of sources, at different 

redshifts, blended together
● When neighboring objects have roughly the same colors, splitting is 

driven primarily by the constraints
● The old normalization scheme: color is normalized to unity, shape and 

intensity are combined into a single morphology model
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● Takeaway: Including intensity on the color side helps separate objects 
with similar SED’s but different intensities.

● The current scarlet master implements three types of shape 
normalization:

○ Normalization.A = color vector normalized to sum to one
○ Normalization.S = morphology normalized to sum to one
○ Normalization.Smax = morphology normalized so that the peak intensity is one

● Smax converges sooner and is much more stable than S or A 
normalization.

Normalization



PSF models from LSST stack
4 different ways to generate a PSF from an Exposure in the LSST Stack:

1. PSF.computeImage()
a. The PSF image is in the same coordinate system as the pixelized image (Exposure)
b. No arguments means that the average position is used

2. PSF.computeImage(x, y)
a. The arguments mean that the PSF is given centered on the (possibly fractional) 

coordinates x,y.
b. If modeling a star located at (x,y), this is the PSF that you want to use.



PSF models from LSST stack
4 different ways to generate a PSF from an Exposure in the LSST Stack:

3. PSF.computeKernelImage()
a. The PSF image is centered on the center pixel of the image stamp
b. Fractional offset from PSF.computeImage
c. No arguments means that the average position is used

4. PSF.computeKernelImage(x, y)
a. The arguments may be fractional, but the PSF is still centered on the center pixel



PSF models from LSST stack

computeImage() computeImage(x,y) computeKernelImage() computeKernelImage(x,y)

Use this to model your PSF for convolutions



PSF models from LSST stack

HSC Image

PSF image (with bands 
normalized to the same PSF as 
the star in the image)



PSF deconvolution issues
For the PSF from the last slide the best fit (double gaussian) parameters are:

Problem: The target kernel for partial deconvolution will be undersampled

Filter Inner σ Inner FWHM Outer σ Outer FWHM

g 1.68 3.96 3.61 8.50

r 1.19 2.79 2.70 6.36

i 1.31 3.11 2.89 6.80

z 1.14 2.70 2.56 6.01

y 1.40 3.30 3.34 7.86



PSF deconvolution issues

This is not a problem with the 
best fit parameters



i→R, r→G, g→B



Conclusion

● We need to oversample the PSF and morphology, then downsample to 
the resolution of the data

● This requires changes to the code that Remy will now discuss...

PSF models from LSST stack



COSMOS

Multi-resolution modeling

F814WI Band



COSMOS

Multi-resolution modeling



COSMOS

From sinc interpolation:

Multi-resolution modeling



Multi-resolution modeling

Result of combined 
deconvolution



The new architecture
● High-resolution grid for spatial (and spectral) dimensions
● Model expressed on this grid
● Observations matched by (down)sampling and PSF convolution
● Multiple observations simultaneously fit
● SCARLET v0.5: FFTs for matching & Pytorch for gradient computation
● Speed of FFT allows for full-scene operations
● Every component modeled over full scene: no centering / resizing
● Proximal constraints can operate on SED & morphology
● Temporal constraints possible: moving and variable
● Known stars: on-the-fly modeling with crowded-field codes (TBD, LSST UK)



Deep Morphology Priors for Deblending
Scarlet meets Deep Learning



Deep Learning approaches to deblending
● Several methods have been proposed to deblend by deep learning:

○ VAE-based proposed by Cyrille Doux et al.
○ Branched-GAN from Reiman & Gohre 2019

● These methods can give impressive results, but have some drawbacks: 
○ No explicit modeling of PSF and noise

■ Would need to be retrained for various observing conditions
○ No guarantees on the NN output (e.g. artifacts or flux preservation)
○ Reconstruct fixed number of components

● We propose a new approach to Deep Learning deblending, based on 
incorporating Deep Morphology Priors in the Scarlet framework.



Deblending as a regularized linear inverse problem
The Scarlet approach is to reconstruct the deblended scene as the minimum of: 

This formalism allows to explicitly control the noise model, the instrumental PSF, and different kinds 
of constraints like positivity, symmetry, monotonicity, etc...

● How to combine the physical modeling of scarlet with the power of deep learning ?



Let’s take a Bayesian step back
Let’s consider a two component blend, in a single band:

We are looking for the  Maximum a Posteriori solution for (S1, S2) : 

The question is how to evaluate the log likelihood log p(S) which corresponds to a morphology prior 
on isolated galaxies...



The Different Families of Deep Generative Models
● GAN and VAEs are powerful but they do not provide an explicit likelihood p(X) 

Credit: Grathwohl et al. 2018

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.01367


Autoregressive Deep Generative Models
● Autoregressive Density Estimators explicitly model the joint pixel 

probability of an image p(X) as an autoregressive distribution:

● Masked Autoencoder for Distribution Estimation (MADE, Germain et al. 
2015)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1502.03509
https://arxiv.org/abs/1502.03509


Autoregressive Deep Generative Models
● When X is an image,                             is the probability of pixel i given the 

previous pixels in the image,  it is parameterized  by a deep neural 
network.      

                       

● Deep CNNs can be made auto-regressive using masked convolutions

Credit: van den Oord et al. 2016

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1606.05328.pdf


PixelCNN++ (Salimans et al. 2017)

● Pros: 
○ Best log likelihoods on the market (at 

least until recently) 
○ Extremely stable during training
○ Explicit log likelihood 

● Cons: 
○ Very slow to sample from (image drawn 

pixel by pixel)

○ Sample quality inferior to GANs on 
images for complex scenes



Back to Scarlet

● The PixelCNN not only makes evaluating the morphology prior 

tractable, it also gives us access to the derivatives

○ We can iteratively refine by  gradient descent both components S1 and S2 as to maximize 
their likelihood under the morphology model

● Scarlet support any kind of constraint through the definition of a 
proximity operators, defined in this case as the solution of:

which we can solve by gradient descent, and then use as any other 
constraint in Scarlet. Note: v0.5 will support a differentiable prior term 



PixelCNN model for galaxy morphology
● PixelCNN model for postage stamps of 

individual galaxies
○ Evaluate log p(x)

○ Sample from p(x)

Postage stamps of isolated COSMOS galaxies used for 
training, at WFIRST resolution and fixed/known fiducial 
PSF using GalSim

Log p = 3293.7 Log p = 3100.5 



A deblending example

Deep Morphology Prior

Vanilla Scarlet with monotonicity and symmetry constraints



Deblending in multiple resolutions
HST HSC



Deblending in multiple resolutions

Residuals
Component1 Component2 Component3 Component4

Vanilla SCARLET



Summary
● This approach allows us to combine the best of both worlds, the physical 

Scarlet scene modeling, with a deep learning prior on galaxy morphologies.

● Note that the morphology model is built at a known PSF and resolution, 
Scarlet will take care of accounting for varying PSFs, pixel scales, and noise 
levels, and SEDs.


